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AfPs&x~& For each n 2 1, an w-ary product 0 on finite monoids is constructed. ‘This product inas 
the following proper=_, , Let E be a finite alphabet and Xc* the free monoid generated by 2. For 
i= 1 
&;::’ 
q, let Ai be a recognizable subset of Z*, M(A,) the syntartic monoid of A,, and 
+ A,) the syntactic monoid of the concatenation producr A, - . * A,. Then 
M(A1- . AA < W&W,. . . , M(A,)). The case 1p = 2 was studied by Qhiitzenberger. As an 
application of the generalized product, I prove the theorem of 131Pzozows.ki and Knast that the 
dot-depth hierarchy of star-free sets is infinite. 
In [8] Schiitzenberger introduced a binary product 0 on finite msnoids with the 
property that if A and & are reccjgnizable subsets of Z*, the free monoid generated 
by a finite alphabet 2, and A., B cZ* are recognizable sets, then M( 
M(B)OM(A) (where M(X) denotes the syntactic monoid of a set Xr;S*, and 
Ml I( M2 denotes that Ml is a homomorphic image of a subsemigroup of 
product has been applied to a number of questions about recognizable sets 
In the present paper I introduce an wary product 0 on monoids 
property that if Al, . . . , A,, e. C* are recognizable,! then (A, l 0 l A,)< 
WWA I), . . . , M(A,)). In the case z = 2, O(Ml, OMI. A semigrw 
version of this product (as opposed to the monoidal a!so fmnulatd 
The generalized product is useful in studying hierarchies of families of recagniz- 
able sets built by akrnating closur 
operations. As a result of this study I give d prwf of the theor 
and Knast, that the dot-depth hie 
The construction of the product and derivation of its importa~ 
sition of this subject app 
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I have assumed thnt the reader is familiar with some basic material on the syntactic 
monoids and semig, oups of recognizable sets (see, for example, [S, Section VII.2]) 
and, for Section 4, with the wreath product of transformation semigroups (see [7] or 
[S, Ch. a--W]). I have followed the notation of [.“;I. 
be monoids (finite or infinite). For 1 s i s j s tz le 
(tllis is the set-theoretic Cartesian product, and is not to be CO 
mono&&:ct product of the Mk). Define a partial product on ~~~S+S,J& as 
f ~lr = (ai, _ . e , ~i) E r;rii and P = (b,k, . . . , bi) E rPk1, then a~ l p = 
(ai . . ai- 3 if j = k, and is 
P denote of u l<i<jsn l7ij. An associative prod,\ct is defined on P by 
setting x . y = {a l p 1 (Y E x, /? E y}. (This product is defined fo t all x, y E P- is 
Xij G if j, 
(ii) = if i > j, 
(iii) i, n. 
of (i) of O(Ml, . . M,J is of 
= 1, h m ere m E Mi. Pi is harmless in this case to write Xii = m kstead.) 
It is easy to verify that O(Ml., . . . , M,,) is closed under matrix multiplication. The 
matrix I E h!,,(P)., defined by iii =l~_&&foralli, lai~n,anddii=~ifi#~~isthe 
id ity eleme f!t of A?,(P); since I E Q(Ml, . . . , M,,), O(ik&, . . e , M,) is a monoid. 
0 1, . . . , M,) is finite whenever all the Mi are finite. 
Let (Ml, _. .,M,)and(M’l,.. e , ML) be two n -tuples of monoids, and suppose foi 
each i, l& s sz, that there is a homomorphism vi: Mi + M:. (I assume l$ = 1 for an;] 
homomorphism +4 from one monoid into another.) This setup ind.uces ahomwphisn& 
q:O(Ml, +. . , M,,;-+O(M;, . . . 9 Mk) defined by setting 
txV)ij = 1 ((Yi(Pi, l l . 9 Yilrpi) I (Yi9 l l l 9 yj)l E Xii}, if i g j, o 9 if i>j 
Schiitzen!wger product of fink monoids 
L/& for which j - i + 1 = r. With this in mind, I define a 
bY 
i 
fjj-i-+ i(W), if iSj, wfl, 
(Wh,)ij z 0, if i>j, w Z 1, 
I** 119 if :;’ = 1. 
. h, is a homomorphism. 
It suffices to verify that 
[(VA~,)(Whn)]ij ‘= ((VW)An)ij for 16 i S j S I2 
and v, w E 2’ = C* -{I). (The cases where P = 1 or w = 1, or i > j, are tr ivial.) So it 
must be shown that 
k-_i+l (U) ’ flj-k-+1 (W) = flj-i+l (VW), (9 
where the addition and multiplication are in the semiring P. It is trivial that 
Ok-i.+1 (2’) ’ O,--k+l (W) C nj-i+l (VW) for each k, i G k s j, so the left-hand side of (1) 
is contained in the right-hand side. (Recall that addition in P is set-theoretic union.) 
For the opposite inclusion, let (ui, . . . , uj) E Oj-i+l (VW). Then there ‘0 some uk such 
that ilk = u’u”, where Ui l l * u~-Iu’= v and U”UR+I l l * U! = W. Th;ra (Ui, . . . , Uj)E 
ok-i+* iv) l f2j-k+l (w) for some value of k, and consequently the right-hand side of 
(1) is contained in the left-hand side. 
Theorem 1.2. Let Al,. . . 9 A,, c&X*. Then 
M(A,- . A,) -c O(M(Al), . . l 3 M(An)). 
ernnraark. Every subset of C* has a syntactic mcareoid. Although this paper is 
con:erned with recognizable subsets - those whose syntactic monoids are finite - 
Theorem I,2 is true without the assumption that thd pki are rectzgnizable. 
By Proposition VII.2.1 of [S], if 14 c X* and is a mono 
t!lere is a homomorphism VP: X* + M and a subset Y of 
such that Yp- ’ = A. Clearly, M(Ai) < lV(Ai). Thus, for each i, 1 s i s n, there is a 
homomorphism vi : C* + A*f(Ai) and a subset & of 
prove the theorem it suffices to exhibit a 
O(M(A I), . . . , M(A,)) and Xc G(M(AI), . . . , 
=C*. As explained previously, the e 
i)llSiln) in uces a homlomol~hi~;m 
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' u {I} in case 1 E A1 0 0 9 -4, and X = ,Y’ othertiscs. 
claim X4-l = 1 - *A,. To see this, iet WE.E+. ?h 
w1711, 
\I 
. . . , IYnT/n/ 1 ‘r’r’i ’ ’ l Wn = w), and therefore (-w$jla n (Xl X. 0 l x 
only if w = ~71 0 = l wn, where each wi E Xiq-’ = Ai. Thus A-‘+-’ = Ai 9 l * A, n 2’. 
Since 1r+P = 1 E Z* (I is the identity element of 0( 4 AA it folbms 
that X49-l =A1 l l l A,.) This completes the proof. 
I wil’i require a version of the B -toid Schiitzenberger product which can be applied 
to subsets of 2’ and their syntactic semigroups. Let S1, . . . , S, be semigroups. S; 
denotes the monoid formed by adjoining an identity to Si in case Si 1s not already a 
monoid, and by setting S; = Si if Si is a monoid. O(S1, . . . , S,) is defined as the set of 
all matrices in O(S, . . . , Sh) such that for each i, xii = s E Sia Ia other words, throw 
out all the matrices in O(S;, i . . , &) whose diagonals contahn identity elements 
n:&ich are not in the Si themselves. It is easy to see that O(Si, . . . : S,$XS asemigroup. 
Further&more, if the Si are all monoids, this use of the symbol 0 agrees with its use in 
the monoid construction. A slight modification of the proof of the !ast theorem gives: 
eore ‘. Let Al,. . . , A,, c 2’. ‘_ITm 
S(A1 l . l A,)< 3(S(A1), . . . , S(.4,)). 
Let M be a finite monoid. A partial order (the $-order) on M is defined by setting 
s :i s if and only if there exist x, y EM such that s = xty. s and t are $-equivalent 
if sst andPcs [3,7]. is the collection of all finite monoids M such 
and s$t implies s = t. The following characterization of 9 in terms of 
equations is due to Simon [lo]. 
and only if there is an m 3 1 such that xrntl = .xm and (xy)” = 
or the proof see [§, Ch. V]. Note that the equation Yif..’ I- xrn is equivalent to the 
at n/1 is group-free, i.e., contains no nontrivial groups. 
ion of all finite semi ps S such that every monoid contained in S 
Equivalently, eSe E or each idempotent e in S. 
If + : S -9 T is a homomorphism of semigroups or monoids and e E T is idempotent, 
a collection of semigroups. I will call rp a 
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. If 1, . . . , S, a~ finite semigracps, then v is a.2 -ho 
ete=(el,...,e,)E&X- . x S& be idemyotent. (Equivalently, each ei E S 
et Li, X, y E e77 -’ and suppose u is idempotent. I will show 
(ii) (u.xu)~+~ = (~xu)~, 
(ii) (uxuyu)” = (uyuxu)“. 
Since u is idempotent, the second equation is equivalent to [(uxu)(uYu)]~ = 
uyu)~uxu)]“. Once (i) and (iij are established it follows fro-m Lemma 1.3 that n is an 
-homomorphism. 
Since U, x and y are in eY1, u<i = x,i == yii = ei for each i. Since: u is idempotent as 
-well, 
Uij u- (U2)ij = i uik l ukje 
In particular, uik l ukj G uij for each k, i G k ~j. NOW ((UXU)mcl)ii = (u(.rU)“*+‘)ij is the 
sum of the terms: 
wherei~kl%k2~*.*~k2m+Z ~j. In each s,uch term, there are m i- 1 factors of the 
form xk,k,+lp so if m an - 1 there is at least one such factor with k,. = k,+l = k. Thus 
xk,k,+l = xkk = ukk, so the segment 
can be replaced by 
which is a subset Of Uk,_1k,+2. Consequently, each term of the above expansion of 
((wJ:u)““)i~ is a subset of a term in the corresponding expansion of ((uxg)“)ii, SO 
((UXU)m+l)ii G ((UXU)“)ifi C 1 onversely, in each term in the expansion of ((uxu)“)ii, 
there are m +I factors of the form Uk,k,+l (taking i = ko and j= k2m+3). Since 
m 3% y1 - 1, k, = krtl for StJme such factor. ‘l’hus Uk&k,+l = k&k == ek = ei = &kXkkUkk. 
eplacing Uk&Jr,+l by UkkXkkUkk shows that each term in the expansion of ((UxU)“)ij iS a 
term in the expansion of f(tixu)““)ij. Thus ((uxu)“)ij c ((~J~~J)‘~+‘)Q It follows that 
(UXU)~ = (~xu)~+l, proving (3). 
TO prove (ii), observe that ((uxrr)(uyu))y = (u(xuyu)‘n)ij is the sum of the trrms: 
wherei~kl~Z1~pl<ql sk2s* l l <j. If r 6 s, uls can be written as a sum of t 
of the form urrlurlrz l 0 0 urks, where at least one factor in each term is of the f 
utt = e,. For example, 
U13 = (U2)13= Ull * Ul3+U;2 ’ U23+Ul3 ’ u33 
= ulle u13+u12 ’ 23 * kP33-+ U 12 * U22 e U23 + 
Thus uikl is a stun of terms of the form v l uss l v’ and u,& is a sum of terms of the form 
w - l&t l w I9 where 8, v’, w and w ’ are (possibly empty) strings Of u& 'E ; uss = e, = e f = 
U SS*ySS~~SS andu,=e,=ej=u,*x,,~ ult. Thus (u(xuyu)“)ii can be rewritten as a 
sum of terms of the form 
whers 0, v’, w, w’ are (possibly empty) strings of &&‘s. Each such term is a term in the 
e 1. yansion of 
(U(yUxU)n’+l)ij= ((UyU)(UXU))~+'=((UyU)(UXU))~ 
(by part (9). 
so ((uxu>(uyu)>~~ ((uyu)(uxu))~* 
The opposite inclusion follows by symmetry. Thus 
((tiXU)(uyu))M = ((CI.VU)(U.W):irn, 
completing the proof. 
. The construction of O(A&. . . , A&) in t”irz case x = 2 has been known for 
some time. &+lying Theorem 1.2 to this case (n - 1) times in succession shows 
This iterated two-fold product is not a suitable sublstitute for the y1 -fold prcckact: !n 
the subsequent sections I will make critical use of the fact that there is an LJ- 
homomorphism from O(A& . . . , M,) onto Ml x l l 9 x Al,,. How:-zer there is, in 
-homomorphism from the iterated two-fold product onto Ml x 0 . . x 
wing example shows. 
Let A4 = 9(0((l), {I}), {l}), where (1) denotes the monoid with one element. If 
-homomorphism from M to { 1) x { 1) x { 1) = {l}, then M m ould itself 
and, since M is a monoid, A4 would be $-trivial. However, 
O(W, 01) is isomoiphic to the two-element monoid 491 = {I), l}, and bus M is 
isomorphic to 9( 4Y1, { l;j. Now consider the following two elements of 0( %I, {I}): 
Direct comlg>u inn shops that AB = A and B.A = hus AA and B Ire & 
zquiv;slent, so is not $-trivial. 
vmiety is a collection aids, satisfying: 
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variety is a collection of finite semigroups 
e that in condition (ii) of the definition of 
that ,SZ is a monoid - no such assumption is mad 
be the collection of all finite semigro 
E S. Equivalently, S 
This notation is from [S 
and T2 with S K TI, Tgr E 
) be the sst of al! 
noids (semigroups) Ta 
-homomorphism cp: T1 + T2, It is easy to ~show 
) is defined inductively %r all n 2 0 by 
With this txminology, Theorems 1.2, 1.2’ an; 1.4 combine to yield 
. Let 9 be a family of ubsets of .Z* (2’) and V t;rn 
-variety) szh that M(A j E for each A E 9. Let 9’ be 1614 
boolean algebra of subsets of 2* (2’) generated by (i41 l l = A,, 1 di E 9). Then 
M(B) E LV( v) (S(B) E LV( Vj) for each B E 9’. 
Proof. (The proof is given for the molnoidal case only - the proof in the semigroup 
case is identical.) First suppose B E {Al 1 - l A, 1 Ai E 9}* Then by Theorem 1.2, 
M(B) < O(M(Al), l 3 l , M(&4,)), whiere By Theorem 1.4, 
COG%), . . .? M(An)) E LJ( V), so M(B) 1 ose I3 c 9? Since B is 
obtained from {& l . l A,, 1 Ai E qq b:y boolean operations, .M(B) E %JJ( 
from the above and the formull;ls M(C (7D) K M(C) x M(D) and M(X* - C: = 
M(C) (see CSI). 
In this section I give two applications of Theorem 2.1. The first concerns the 
Jot-depth hierarchy of Brzozowski [ 1,2,4]. Let .z1 be a finite alphabet; a hierarchy of 
families lof subsets of Z+ is defined as follows: 
z+J& = {{w) 1 w E z+}, 
Z?% = boolli=an algebra generated by Z’&i, 6 = 0, 1, . . . , 
Then C’~~CX’~& c l l . . The family z”& = [.!E-, Z+9?i is called the family of 
star-free subsets of X*. By the theorem of Schiitzenberger ‘$1, a set is star-free if and 
only if its syntactic senaigroup belongs to f group-free se 
(The subscript ‘s’ is used to distinguis 
monoids.) Let B E J?ss!. The dot-depth 
number k for which B E Z’&. 
Let of the one-element semigrou~ alone. (1 
is an empty semigrou 
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necessarily be a member of every nonempty -variety* I am as=rming that a 
semigroup is nonempty, but the results which follow hold as well if one allows empty 
semigro ups ..) 
(a) The proof is by induction: if A E X%80, then S(A) is nilpotent [SJ, SO by 
2.1, if A~2?33~, S(AjE -variety of nilpotent 
semigroups. I claim a semigroup T such that 
Let e E T be idempotent. 
0, eTe = e”Te; so (eTe)q = (e&( Te)cp = 0 for sufkiently large FZ. 
> 1, and let A ~2+tBk.+ By Theorem 2 1, 
belongs to some 2’+48k. Since e 
generated by the syntactic semigroups it contains [5, Corollary VII. 1.8], it follows 
ite inclusion follow 
see this, let S E 
is a semigroup T such that S (: -homomorphism p : T -+ T’, where 
Let G be a group contained in T. Then GQ is a subgroup of T’, and 
consequen trivia:; so Gq = e, an idempotent, an 
groups in are group free, G is trivial, so T E 
follows by induction that each ( ) 
Proposition 2.2(a) will eventually be use to show that if 1x1~ 2, then there are 
star-free subsets of 2” of every dot-depth. 
-variety, let J?v denote the family of reco@zable subsets of 2” 
whose syntactic monoids are in efine the following hie:rarchy of families of 
subsets of C*: 
) = boolean algebra generated by X*Cei( ), i=1,2 ,..., 
l Ak 1Ai E Z*Bi( ), lqwk}, i=o,1,2 ,.... 
-variety which contains a nontrivial monoid, then 
). This leads to the foEowing companion tiJ 
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The proof of (a) roposition 2.2(a) without he co 
of having to show ve that the result here ho1 
proof of (b) is much like that of Proposition 2-.2(b) with t 
ve invoked in place of Schiitzenberger’s theorern. 
LetT={yr,. . .) ‘y,, ] be a finite alphabet anId let vl, . . . 9 ck, w 1, . e . , wk ~5 i$*. P,et 
be the collection of all finite monoids M such that for every homomorphism 
~:~*+M,Vi~=Wi~fOri=l,..., k. A, less formal way of saying the same thElng is
that the k equations Vi = wi are satisfied, however, one substitutes elements of M for 
the ‘variables’ ~1, . . . 
It is ~sy to show -variety This equational approach to varieGes is 
discussed in [ 51. 
Let m 3 1, f = {x, Y}~ A sequence of pkrs of equations in r* is defined inductively 
as follows: 
E 1.m = (xm+’ = xm, (xy)” = (yx)“). 
Ek+l,,,, is obtained from E k,m Z-IS fdOW’S: the first equation Of Ek+l,m is xmtl =x”; 
the second equation of E k+l,m is obtained by replacing each occurrence of x in the 
second equation of E k,m by (xy )“x(xy jm, and each occurrence of y by (xy)“y (xy)“. 
For example, 
E 12.m = (x’n+l= xm, [(xy)“x(xy)““y(xy)“]” = [(xy)my(xy)2mx(xy)“‘1”). 
For all k, m 2 1, let 
of equations Ek,m. Eas 
lection of all finite monoids which satisfy the pair 
+‘I and J:?t’ cl 
J(k)= 5 Jg’ 
m= 1 
and J = J(l) c J’*’ E l l e . The varieties JCk’ were introduced in [2]; 
are called aperiodic utative monoids. 
(? Proposition 3.3 below shows 
The proof requires the following 
lemma, which is very useful in studying varieties of the form 
variety j and let and 
j j if and only if t/we exist finite semigroups (monoids) 
and homomorphisms : TI + T2,q32 : T2 + T3 such that S x Tl, 4pl is a 
f ori=l,2,and T+ 
e converse) let S E 
H. Straubing 
is a -homomorphism $: §I + & and a ornomorphism ip2 : Ti 3 T3. Since 
is a subsemigroup (submonoi of T$ and an onto homomorphism 
c:placing 92 by its restriction to Tz gives the diagram: 
where the double-pointed arrow indicates that q is onto. 
Now let ‘T1 = {(s, t) E S1 x a;! 1 s$ = tq}. Since q is onto, for each s E S1 there is a 
t E T2 swk that s$ = 8~. Thus the projection of Ti to the left-hand coordinate is onto 
1, so S < S1 < T1. Let ql : Tl + T2 be given by (s, t)ql = t. This gives the diagram: 
It remains to show that ql is a -homomorphism. Let e E T2 be ‘dempotem. 
Then e&l = {(s, e) 1 s$ = eq}. Let f rp t ’ is iscmorphic to 
f$-‘. Since q+ is a W1-homomorphism l e This completes the 
W3Of. P 
Lemma 3.1 was suggested by the discussion of relational morphisms in [ :3]. 
variety and ‘1 and varieties. Then 
)). By Lemma 3. I there exist semigrot_ s (monoids) Tl , T2 
+ T+l (i = 1,2) such that S < Tl and 
q2)-l =: (e&‘)cp~‘. Since 
)-homomorphism, so S E ( 
2. Let We an variety or variety. For ewh k 3 I, 
) c 
of. The proof is by induction. For k = 1 tGe result is trivial (in fact ( 
).) Suppose now vhat the proposition is true for some k 2 1. 
ductive hypothesis, 
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satisfies the equation u M’ ;= u “’ ; 
nt, then every noid contained in ep --* satisfies Ek,,,,. 
1 is group-free, ‘k’-homomorphism. 
y condition (a), (xy)” is idempotent so (xy)“~ = e is idempotent. In the $- 
so (xy )“‘<p and ((xy )“x)ip are $- equivalenr: ele_ments of i&. idnd since Mz E 
((x~)~x)lrp = (xY)~~Y =e. Symmetrically, ((y.x)“y)cp = (yx)“~. By condi.tion (b), 
(xY)"so=(yx)"~ so 
Tns (uy)“x(xy)” = (xy)*“x(xy)“, and (xy)“y(xy)” = (~y)*~y(xy)” belong to the 
submonoid (xy)metp-L(xy)m of erp-‘. So upon replacing x by (xy )‘“x (xv)‘~ and y by 
(xy )“y (x-y)“, th8 second equation of 15k.m is satisfied. Consequently x and y satisfy 
the second equation of E nd 1) satisfy the first zquation of 
E &+l,,,, Thus Ml E ,fck+‘)? ‘+I>. This completes the proof. 
-variety Iof all group-free semigroups, and the 
variety of all group-free monoCk 
Corolllary 3,4* 
( 1 a s =u;= 1 lLfk), 
(W = (J;=, Jtk’. 
roof, (a) Since s for each. k, USp=, (k) S. By Proposition 2.2(b) and 
3.3, 
A,= fi (LJ)&(l)c fi LJ'k'(l)==l J:cl 
k=l k=l 
e collection of all finite monoids. From (a), 
10 
u (k) = a, UC Us) l 
k=l k=l 
In this section I prove 
ea +B& c-1 - 
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This is the theorem of Brzozowski and Knast @]. The proof depends on the 
following two lemmas: 
Lq;bt inch k 2 1 there is a gruup-free semigroup S such that S is generated 
Let C r/e a finite alphabet, S a finite semigrmq, and q : 2’ -+ S a surjective 
m. For each s E S, S(s&) c S, and S embeds in flscs S(srg-l). 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 will be proved later in this section. Assuming them, I now 
prove Theorem 4.1. 
Suppose E+9& =C+99k+1 for some k 30. Then E+& = 
.Z+Bk. Now let S be a’ group-free semigroup generated by two elements. Since 
IZIa2, there is a surjective homomo ~0: .Z+ + S. By 5emn.a 4.3, S < 
riSES S(q?). S+e S(scp-l) -=z S, each S(scq so each sqW1 Es’& = .F?&. By 
J’roposition 2.2(a) and 3.3, S(sq-‘) E. ( a J’? This proves 
that every 2-gensrated group-free semigroup is in contradicting Lemma 4.2. 
. I claim 
For each k 2 1, there is a 2-generated group free semigroup S 
(2) 
Assuming (‘2), let ic 2 1 ax! let S be a 2-generated group-free semigroup such that 
? there is some m such that am = a m+1 for all a E S. Let 
potent, so x’ = (xy)“x(xy)” and y’ = (xy)“y(xy)” are in 
eSe. Since &e E (‘), x’ and y’ satisfy Zk,m, so x and y satisfy E?k+l,m. Furthermore, if
ere 1 E S’); easily x and y satisfy Ek+l,ma So S’ E I(k+l), a contradic-a 
‘I, proving Lemma 4.2. 
It remains to establish (2); the proof is by induction. For the case k = 1, let 
S = (a, b), where a2 = ba = a, b2 = ab = b. Theaa S is g free and 2-generated, but 
sir; G 3 and b are $-equivalent in both S and S’, S’; 
Assume that (2) 1s true for some k. Then there is a group-free semigroup ‘;r such 
, r = p if c = x and r = q if c =: y. It is StraightforwarQ to verify that the resulting 
roduct of group-free 
roup of transformations, Y = 
Schiitzenberger product c f finite monoids 
CJ -((p, pj, (q, qj). s i &generated and grou, rec. I claim S‘ E 
to the contrary that (k+l); then s an t satisfy Ek+I,m for s 
(st)“s(st)” and t’ = (st)mt(st)m satisfy i!$m. owever, for any w E T’, 
(w, (P, 4))s’ = (1% (p, q))M)“sW)“l = (wu, (P, 09 
(W CP, q))t’ = (w, bp, s))Ust)“‘tbt)“l= b+w (P9 4))@ 
e the result of substituting u for x and v for y in the left-hand side of the 
second equation of &,m ; let $ E T’ be the result of this substitution in the right-hand! 
side of the second equation of &,m. Similarly, let f E S be the result of sulxtituting s” 
i’ for y in the left-hand side. Since P‘ and t’ satisfy E,;,,,, 
(1, (p, s))f == (1, (P, dk* 
However, by (3), 
(I, (a, qjjf= (c, (P9 c;h (1, (P, qcg = (d, (P, q))* 
By the inductive hypothesis, c # J, a contradiction. Thus S’ & Jik-” ‘, ;Incl (2 j is 
established. 
A S(stp-*) -K T by ProposiGon VII.2.ls of [5]. For each 5 E T, let 
qs: x+-* S(s& ) be the syntactic homomorphistin. Observe that if s, t E T, w, w’ E E’, 
and WV = w’q =t,thenforanyu,v&Z*, (uwu j;o = s if and only if (MW’V)~:, = s. Ths 
(t(p-‘)qs cor!sists of a single element. ‘This delines# a homomorphkm ps : T --I St 5~’ -I ) 
given by tp, = (t&)qs. Let p = nsE ‘i ,u~: T +n,, +(A&l). If s, t E S and s P t, then 
(scp-l)q, # (t&)q, so /-c is injective. 
Lemma 4.3 is VII. 1 A of [5]1 in a less general setting. It is included here for 
r’s convenience. 
(To prove I’heorem 4.3. 9it sudfices to show that 
(L@(l) E; (LY)k+l(l) 
for all k 2 1. A mare direct proof of this fact would elim Inate the need to introducft 
the varieties (k) and would shorten the proof of ‘Theorem 4.1. I have not, 
however, been able to find such a direct argument.) 
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